10 to 250 tons

Recognizing the need for an efficient and economical cooling tower that will meet the design requirements of today’s modern buildings, TAHVIEH HAMOON has developed the T-Line.
These units, embodying proven, design and construction featwres, bring the premium advantages of centrifugal fan blow – thru towers to the price level of the ordinary propeller fan unit.
Now any installation can have the quality benefits which this design offers:
because of the centrifugal fans which can handle the static pressure because of their compact of ductwork,
T Line towers can be design, T Line units have located any where and hidden extremely low operating
architecturally indoors or outdoors.
Weight. They can be readily Installed in areas of light roof These towers can be located without loading.
regard to fire hazard because of their Because of their vertical steel casing and steel wave-formed discharge,
wind direction wet deck surface. Does not affect the operation
The fans and all moving parts are located of T line towers. They can in the dry entering air rather than in
the be located in any type of saturated discharge air, greatly extending their life.
Enclosure or at ground level Next to a building

The external position of the fans and moving parts at a low level makes them readily accessible for inspection and service.
An access door permits easy entrance to the unit interior and removable lightweight eliminators provide simple access to the sprays.

Fans
A highly efficient vane axial fan system is used for minimum horsepower requirements. Cast from a light – weight galvanized alloy, the propeller fans are statically and dynamically
balanced and operate in the dry air on the entering air side of the unit. The fans are installed in close – fitting cowls with discharge vanes which provide maximum fan efficiency.

HOW A COOLING TOWER SAVES WATER
The basic function of a cooling tower is to reject heat from a system to the atmosphere using water as the circulating coolant. This is accomplished throught he process of evaporation and
permits reuse of the cooling water.
A cooling tower cools water by spraying hot water over a wet desk surface while air also passes over the surface. In the illustration , heated water enters the top of the cooling tower and is
brought into contact with moving air as it passes over the wet deck and falls to the collecting sump. During this period of cantact a small portion of the water is evaporated, liberating the
latent heat of vaporization of the water to the air. The moist warm air is discharged to the atmosphere and the cooled water collects in the sump to be recirculated to the heat exchangers to
repeat the cycle.
Other types of cooling systems depend on the circulation of city, river or well water directly through the heat exchanger on a once – through basis, wasting the heated water to the sewer or
river. By this method, the heat extraction depends entirely upon the sensible heat gain or temperature rise of the water.
With an average temperature rise of 20˚F, through the heat exchanger, there is an equivalent pick –up in heat content of 20 BTU’s per pound of water. However, in evaporative cooling
equipment, each pound of water evaporated removes 1,000 BTU’s so that one pound of water in a cooling tower can theoretically do the work of 50 pounds of water in a once through type
of system. Allowing for waste water bleed – off to minimize impurity concentration, a cooling tower save approximately 95%of the water normally required for cooling.

200 to 800 tons

